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Winter boots are an absolute necessity for riders who live in a cold
climate! A cozy sheepskin lining makes those chilly months more
comfortable. And these days, there are TONS of options when it

comes to winter-appropriate footwear. In this Winter Boot Guide, The
Distinguished Rider breaks down just a few of those options,

including price points and the pros and cons of each!
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OPTIONS FROM $199+

Notes: These are the options available specifically through TDR. For
additional questions, recommendations, and size chart or fit help,

please email us at thedistinguishedrider@gmail.com.



QHP Calgary Field Boot 
$199
Tough riding boot with a soft, warm lining. This
riding boot is perfect for the colder days. The
boot features a zipper with elastic insert in the
back and a decorative zipper in the front.

Chester Boots
$809

Limited design customization but with custom
measurements at one flat price. Chester Boots
are a great option for people looking for riding

boots for under $800

Kingsley Riding
Starting at $809
The quality, quick turnaround, and endless
possibilities make Kingsleys a great option for
anyone looking to make their boot dreams come
true. 

DeNiroBootCo
Starting at $1045

DeNiroBootCo is well known for its quality, vast
variety of options, and attention to detail when

creating custom boots for any equestrian,
regardless of discipline.  



QHP’s Calgary Thermo
Field Boot
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$199

Material: leather
Material inner lining: polyester
Material sole: rubber
Model with a medium dressage bow
Strap with press button on the top
Riding boot with zipper and elastic insert
at the back
Made of sturdy leather with extra
reinforcement on the nose and at the heel
Lined with faux fur

Tough riding boot with soft, warm lining. This
riding boot is perfect for the colder days. The
boot features a zipper with elastic insert in
the back and a decorative zipper in the front.

Least expensive option
Good quality at a low price
Two elastic panels allow for
stretch in calf

Limited sizing options
No customization
Faux fur instead of real sheepskin

Pros Cons



Chester Boots
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$809.  PERIOD.

$699 for all boots fully customized and
shipped
$110 for full sheepskin lining
Total Price: $809

Chester Boots strives to provide footwear
accessible to all equestrians regardless of size.
Their custom boots are produced in the north
of Portugal with total care and attention. TDR
believes that Chester boots are the absolute
best bang for your buck in terms of custom
boots. Although the customization options
are fairly limited, this is a great alternative to a
$1500 boot or a boot that does not fit. 

Fully custom measurements at no
extra cost
Fairly quick turnaround: 5-7 weeks

Limited customization in
comparison to some other brands
Can only be measured and
designed through TDR in-store or
virtual fitting

Pros Cons



Kingsley Riding
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OPTIONS START AT $809

Sheepskin cost: $110

 Kingsley, a Dutch brand, is known for its
customization features and 3-D configurator.
Kingsley boots are laser cut and hand
stitched in the factory in Portugal. They are
measured four times throughout the
manufacturing process to ensure the
measurements are accurate. What can we
say about Kingsley? We just love their
products! These boots are known for quality,
comfort, and limitless design options. Their
beauty and grace is unparalleled! 

Note: The Kingsley Maris ($809 for sheepskin
for a stock size) is only available through
TDR)!

Thousands of options and styles
Fast turnaround: 4-6 weeks 
Can be measured and designed
with any of our reps across the US
or virtually

Custom measurements cost extra

Pros Cons



DeNiroBootCo
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OPTIONS START AT $1045

Sheepskin cost: $155

DeNiroBootCo. is synonymous with Italian
craftsmanship and creativity. Since 1981,
DeNiro has been the result of love and
passion for equestrian sports. Their goal is to
create diverse, handmade, comfortable,
durable, and fashionable designs. The history
of the company, made of inspiration,
research, and experimentation, is a union of
passion for the equestrian world and
footwear know-how. Attention to detail, use
of the finest leathers, and a flair for innovation
have been the hallmarks of the DeNiro brand
for more than 30 years.

Thousands of options and styles
Can be measured and designed
with any of our reps across the US
or virtually
Fairly quick turnaround: 6-7
weeks

Custom measurements cost extra
Pros Cons
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